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of a portion of the indented foil made, and from this the dots i world, its selections from the immense range of current for- ice yacht Whiff, which, it will be remembered, was exhi'b
and lines in Fig. 2 are printed in of course absolute fac- eign technical periodicals, and from the immediate contact ited at the Oentennial Exposition, proved a revelation to 
simile, excepting that they are level instead of being raised of its managers with the best inventive minds of the country; thousands who had practiced ice yachting in comparatively 
above or sunk beneath the surface. This is a part of the and lastly, the third is pointed out in elaborate editorial re- slow and clumsy contrivances. Especially was this true of 
sentences, "How doyou do?" and "How do you like the pho- views and comments on new ideas as the same are brought the people of Northern Europe, whose ice boats were little 
nog-raph?" It is a little curious that the machine pronounces out. It may be safely said that more people have obtained more than heavy sledges with sails. The result has been a 
its own name with especial clearness. The crank handle from the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN valuable suggestions which demand for knowledge regarding the best form of ice yachts; 
shown in our perspective illustration of the device does not have returned them direct profit than through any other, a demand not confined to this country. but which comes from 
rightly belong to it, and was attached by Mr. Edison in or- medium extant. every quarter of the world where ri"ers and lakes freeze 
der to facilitate its exhibition to us. Besides pointing out the road to invention, the SCIENTIFIC over, and where ice yachts can be used either for pleasure or 

In order that the machine may be able exactly to repro- AMERIC-I.N during the coming year will give particular at- as a source of profit. 
duce given sounds, it is necessary, first, that these sounds tention to the presentation of papers of practical instruction Any mechanic of average ability, or any young man of fair 
should be analyzed into vibrations, and these registered ac- to mechanics of every class. Thoroughly competent me- mechanical acquirements, who knows how to handle car
curately in the manner described; and second, that their re- chanical experts will explain the best methods of workshop penter's tools, can construct an ice boat from the minute di
production should be accomplished in the same period of: manipulation, and, both in answer to the questions of corre- rections, accompanied with elaborate working drawings, 
time in which they were made, for evidently this element of 

I
'spondents and elsewhere, an immense number of reliable made to !!Cale, which are to be found in the SCIENTIFIC 

time is an imp0t:tant factor in the quality and nature of the trade recipes, besides valuable advice in special cases AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 63. If tbese are followed, a 
tones. A sound which is composed of a certain number of I which may be submitted to us, will be given. In the de- duplicate vessel in every particular to the famous Whiff is 
vibrations per second is an- octave above a sound which. partmentof natural4istory much that is rare and curious in produced. Such information has never before been pub
registers only half that number of yibratlOns in the same j the animal and v9getablc worlds will be illustrated and de- lished and is not attainable elsewhere, and it is now being 
period. Consequently if the cylinder be rotated at a g,ven I scribed, and no engineering structure of importance will be sent in response to calls to all parts of the world. In Sup

speed while registering certain tones, it is necessary that it I undertak.en but that it will be fully elucidated in our pages. PLEMENT No.1 is given other engravir"gs, showing how to 
should be turned at precisely that same speed while repro- i The Great French Exposition of 1878 will also be completely construct ice vessels of different builds, besides full particu
ducing them, else the tones will be expressed in entirely dif-

I 
described, and whatever is there exhibited of novelty or in- lars as to management. organization of clubs, etc. For 

ferent notes of the scale, higher or lower than the normal terest will.be found illustrated in these columns. twenty cents, theref(}re, the mechanic can obtain informa
note as the cylinder b turned faster or slower. To attain I All this valuable and varied information appears in no tian whereby he can construct the best class of ice yachts, 
this result there must be a way of driving the cylinder,' other journal, for none other enjoys the facilities for obtain- which he can sell at large profit ; or the amateur the directions 
while delivering the sound or speaking, at exactly the same ing the same, now possessed by the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. �hich will enable him to produce a fine fast vessel at mini
rate as it ran while the sounds were being recorded, and The SUbscription price will remain, as heretofore, $3. 20 per mum expense and at little labor. 
this is perhaps best done by well regulated clockwork. It year, postage paid. .. , • • • 

should be understood that the machine illustrated is but an e •• I • 
RECEIVING YOUR PAPER. 

experimental form, and combines in itself two separate de
vices-the phonograph or recording apparatus, which pro
duces the indented slip, and the receiving or talking con
trivance which reads it. Thus in use the first machine 
would produce a slip; and this would for example be sent 
by mail elsewhere, together in all cases with information of 
the velocity of rotation of the cylinder. The recipient would 
then set the cylinder of his reading apparatus to rotate at 
precisely the same speed, and in this way he would hear the 
tones as they were uttered. Differences in velocity of ro
tation within moden,te limits would by no means render 
the machine's talking indistinguishable, but it would have 
the curious effect of possibly converting the high voice of a 
child into the deep bass of a man, or vice versa. 

No matter how familiar a person may be with modern 
machinery and its wonderful performances, or how clear in 
his mind the principle underlying this strange device may 
be, it is impossible to listen to the mechanical speech without 
his experiencing the idea that his senses are deceiving him. 
We have heard other talking machines. The Faber appara
tus for example is a large affair as big as a parlor organ. 
It has a key board, rubber larynx and lips, and an immense 
amount of ingenious mechanism which combines to pro
duce something like articulation in a single monotonous 
organ nme: But here is a little affair of a few pieces of 
metal, set up roughly on an iron stand about a foot square, 
that talks in such It way, that, even if in its present imper
fect form many words are not clearly distinguishable, there 
can be no doubt but that the inflections are those of nothing 
else than the human voice. 

We have already pointed out the startling possibility of the 
voices of the deaa being reheard through this device, and 
there is no doubt but that its capabilities are fully equal to 
other results just as astonishing. When it becomes possible 
as it doubtless will, to magnify the sound, the voices of such 
singers as Parepa and Titiens will not die with them, but 
will remain as long as the metal in which they may be em
bodied will last. The witness in court will find his own 
testimony repeated by machine confronting him on cross
examination-the testator will repeat his last will and testa
ment into the machine so that it will be reproduced in a 
way that will leave no question IlI3 to his devising capacity 
or sanity. It is already possible by ingenious optical con 
trivances to throw stereoscopic photographs of people on 
screens in full view of an audience. Add the talking pho
nograph to counterfeit their voices, and it would be difficult 
to carry the illusion of real presence much further. 
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THE END OF VOLUME XXXVII. 

With our next issue the thirty-seventh volume of the SCI
ENTIFIC AMERICAN closes. At the same time several thou
sand SUbscriptions terminate; and as it is our invariable rule 
never to send the paper after the period subscribed for has 
elapsed, those of our leaders who desire no break in the reg
ular reception of their numbers will favor us by a prompt re
newal of their SUbscriptions. The volumes of the SCIENTIFIC 
AMER

.
ICAN for the coming ye�r will, we believe, excel any 

of theIr predecessors. No pams will te spared to render 
their c.onte

.
nts the most complete exhibit of everything that 

tr�nspires m the world of science, mechanics, or arts, and it 
WIll be our endeavor to place this information before our 
readers at .so early a date, and so simplified and digested, as 
to render It a constant fund of suggestion for those who are 
ready to exercise their inventive powers to devise new and 
useful modifications, improvements, or original conceptions. 
In order to invent it is necessary to know, first, what has 
been done, second, what is in progress, and third the gene
ral drift of present advancement. The SCIENTI;IC AMERI
CAN presents the first through carefully prepared articles on 
prominent industries and lucid illustrated descriptions of 
the most recent and improved mechanical devices; the sec-

W INTER SHOP WORK.-BUILDING BOATS. 

Many of our readers, especially those who are mechanical 
amateurs, are just now considering what work they shall 
undertake in their spare hours during the coming winter. 
We know several members of professions and other callings 
who make it a rule to work in their nicely fitted-up shops a 
few hours daily, and thus they gain health, strength, and 
relief from brain work, while the result of their lltbor often 
proves of value and profit. There are also many regular 
mechanics who are anxious to find. some good paying job ttl 
labor at, over hours, so that they can lay up a little extra 
fund above their wages. Among the suggestions we make 
to these workmen, amateur and regular, is to build boats. 
Boats are very expensive to buy. The smallest kind of a 10 
foot yawl costs about 50 dollars When purchased from a 
regular builder, an� for a good sail boat from 200 to 600 
dollars is charged. Boats can be built indoors. They re
quire nice work, 'and the amateur mechanic can lavish on 
them just as much fine manipulation as he chooses as all 
such shows and enhances the beauty and value of the craft. 
A boat besides is always useful and frequently necessary 
to any one who lives near the water. 

Most people, whose boat building has not extended beyond 
the construction of a flat bottomed scow, think that to build 
a yawl or a yacht is a difficult and expensive undertaking, 
while it is just the reverse. Any one who can put up a 
workmanlike chicken house can build an excellent sail boat. 
All he has to do is to follow instructions. and those he will 
find in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT. In that jour
nal we have published. with elaborate working drawings and 
directions, full particulars how to construct a scow for three 
dollars (SUPPLEMENT No. 25), a rowing skiff for five dollars 
(SUPPLEMENT No. 26), a fine sailing skiff for fourteen dol
lars (SUPPLEMENT No. 29), a neat ribbed row boat for twelve 
dollars (SUPPLEMENTS 30 and 32), a large row boat for sixteen 
dollars (SUPPLEMENT No. 36), a Whitehall boat of fine 
model, such as is used in New York harbor, for fifteen dol
lars (SUPPLEMENT No. 37). A sailing and rowing canoe 
of the type of the famous Rob Roy for fifteen dollars (Sup
PLEMENT No. 39), a fast sailing yacht for thirty dollars (Sup
PLEMENT No. 42), and finally a large fast and serviceable 
yacht for three hundred dollars (SUPPLEMENT No. 67). 
These estimates cover the materials, not the labor, of the 
amateur builder. The entire series, which embraces about 
100 illustrations, mainly accurate drawings tn scale, besides 
full details as to how to rig and manage the vessels, may be 
obtained for one dollar. 

Last S!1mmer a great deal of attention was given to cata
marans or double boats. Not even professional boat 
builders as a rule understand the construction of these ex
ceedingly fast craft. In SUPPLEMENTS Nos. 105 and 106 
will be found full directions of how to build three different 
sizes of these remarkable vessels at costs ranging from $50 
to $500. Not only can the vessels above referred to be con
structed for pleasure purposes, but we have no doubt any 
mechanic could find in their construction and sale a ,very 
profitable source of revenue. 

.. . .. . 
BUILDING ICE BOATS. 

In a few weeks the rivers and streams of the Northern 
States will be frozen over, and therefore the present is the 
time for those who propose to pursue the exhilarating and 
health-giving sport of ice yachting to get their vessels in 
readiness. There is no known mode of locomotion which 
outrivals the ice yacht in speed. It travels at a mile a min
ute with ease, ontstrips fast railway trains, and, when con
trasted with the ordinary sailing vessel, is handled with ease 
and safety. 

. 

Ice yachting has been practiced on the Hudson river for a 
number of years past. The owners of the boats have exer
cised great skill and ingenuity in devising improved models, 
until at present by far the most elegant and swift ice vessel 
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We shall consider it a favor if subscribers, editors of ex
changes, and all others who are entitled to receive the SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN or SUPPLEMENT regularly, and whose num
bers fail to reach them in pt"oper season, or who miss num
bers, or whose addresses are not printed exactly right on the 
slip pasted· on the wrapper, will notify us promptly of the 
fact. A line in pencil to this effect is easily written on a 
postal card, and it may save considerable annoyance during 
the year. The internal affairs of this establishment, and es
pecially those of the mailing department, are carefully syste
matized: our subscribers addresses are printed and affixed 
to the wrappers by machinery; and it is obvious that if any
thing goes wrong, there is error or neglect somewhere, which 
is easily traced and remedied. Our readers need have no 
fear with regard to giving us any trouble in this matter. 
We ask the information for the mutual advantage of both 
our readers and ourselves. 

--.. �.�.�.�.----------� 

BUILD A STEAMBOAT. 

Not a big one, but a small craft large enough to run around 
the river on the pond near your place. To construct the 
hull will be an excellent winter's work, and the engine can 
be obtained at a moderate price. There is no better practice 
for a boy of mechanical tastes than for him to learn to run a 
small steam vesser. It would be a good idea to buy the en
gine first, set it up in the shop and make it drive the saw 
and other tools which can be used in constructing the hull. 
This will familiarize you with the machine, which may 
afterwards be put in its place in the boat. 

in building a craft of this description, there is every chance 
for fine work and fOr some really valuable invention. Ship
builders everywhere are seeking to discover the best lines 
for small vessels, through which the highest speed may be 
obtained, for it is well known that the model of a boat has a 
great deal to do with her speed. On such a vessel the builder 
could easily try ideas in this direction of his own, and thus 
perhaps reach some valuable result8. A steam launch is 
besides a much greater source of pleasure to her owner than 
any sailing yacnt, as she is independent of wind and tide 
and admirably suited for long trips or even a summer's 
cruising. 

To learn how to build the fastest kind of steam yacht send 
for SUPPLEMENTS No. 14,69, 75 and 81, price ten cents each. 
These explain (with working drawings) how to construct a 
15 foot launch like the Black Hawk, a very celebrated boat 
in this vicinity; how to build a fine 30 foot launch with ma

chinery and everything complete for only $380. How to 
build a 40 foot steam ·launch with a three cylinder engine, 
and finally how to construct a 21 foot launch that will steam 
10 knots per hour. An ingenious builder will take all these 
plans, pick out the best features ·of each, and produce a boat 
which probably will excel all. 

Wire Cor the East River Bridge. 

Proposals were recently called for the supply of the steel 
wire for the suspending ropes of the East River Bridge. The 
specifications require 325,000 pounds of wire rope, making, 
70.000 lineal feet in all. There are two sizes required, one 
measuring ltinches in diameter, weighing >it pounds to the 
lineal foot"and having a breaking strength of not less than 
180,000 pounds; the other measuring 1£ inches in diameter
weighing 5 pounds to the lineal foot, and having a 'breaking 
strength of 200,000 pounds. The attention of the members 
of the bOll-rll wa� called to a gnarled, broken, and twisted 
suspender rope. This specimen was made at the factory 
of Roeblipg's Sons & Co., by the direction {l)f Chief Engineer 
Roebling. It was lt inches in diameter, and had been tested 
by the Key�tone Bridge Company, of Pittsburg. It was 
broken under a strain of 197,500 pounds, the required 
etrength being 180,000 pounds. It was resolved award the 
contract to J. A. Roebling's Sons & Co., at seven cents& 
pound, for Bessemer steel wire. 
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